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Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to perform thermal and mechanical characterization for silver-based sintered thermal joints. Layer quality affects thermal
and mechanical performance, and it is important to achieve information about how materials and process parameters influence them.
Design/methodology/approach – Thermal investigation of the thermal joints analysis method was focused on determination of thermal
resistance, where temperature measurements were performed using infrared camera. They were performed in two modes: steady-state analysis and
dynamic analysis. Mechanical analysis based on measurements of mechanical shear force. Additional characterizations based on X-ray image
analysis (image thresholding), optical microscope of polished cross-section and scanning electron microscope image analysis were proposed.
Findings – Sample surface modification affects thermal resistance. Silver metallization exhibits the lowest thermal resistance and the highest
mechanical strength compared to the pure Si surface. The type of dynamic analysis affects the results of the thermal resistance.
Originality/value – Investigation of the layer quality influence on mechanical and thermal performance provided information about different joint types.
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Introduction

Higher clock frequencies in relation to the miniaturization of
active electronic devices causes the generation of a large
amount of heat. Effective heat transfer through thermal joints
has become one of the most crucial topics in microelectronics
packaging, where the characterization of modern materials is
very important for development of improved materials and
techniques. Typical materials such as solders and thermally
conductive adhesives are no longer sufficient, due to their
limitation of use to solderable surfaces (in the case of solders),
or limited thermal conductivity of adhesives when they are
joined to other surfaces (Xiao, 2013; Göbl and Faltenbacher,
2010). The use of high-conductivity materials with acceptable
mechanical properties for thermal joint manufacturing is
more popular nowadays, where its role is to decrease the active
element temperature by effective heat removal in the
conductive heat transfer mode. The role of such materials is to
fill micro-sized gaps with highly conductive materials, improve
contact area and, as a result, improve heat transfer, which
corresponds to lowering the thermal resistance. Silver is a very

interesting material for heat removal applications because it has
a high relative thermal conductivity (highest among metals), and
silver oxides are thermally and electrically conductive. Sintering is
also interesting for heat removal applications because, with the
use of silver, it is possible to manufacture a highly conductive
layer with high reliability, and most importantly, the layer has
higher electrical and thermal parameters than solders, especially
considering the pressure-assisted technique.
Sintering technology has a solid theoretical basis and has

been investigated and tested for several years (Zhang and Lu,
2002; Bai, 2005; Xiao, 2013; Fu et al., 2014). As a result, this
technology is successfully applied in electronic packaging (Lu
et al., 2007; Göbl and Faltenbacher, 2010; Wang et al., 2013;
Fu et al., 2014;Welker et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2018; Siow, 2019;
Hng et al., 2020) where shear strength and both thermal and
electrical resistivity are important parameters of joints. In most
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research works, the mechanical strength of the joint is the main
criterion of the technology. Analysing many articles, it was
shown (Felba, 2018) that the highest shear strength values were
obtained when both joined surfaces were metallized with silver
(average value of 42MPa) and gold (30MPa), or there were
different metallizations of the surfaces to be joined; Ag 1 Au
(26MPa), Ag1 Cu (52MPa), Au1 Cu (64MPa). Joints with
Ag 1 Ag metallization were the most often tested as those with
sintered Ag on copper metallization, as well as using sintered
copper nanoparticles required special joining procedures because
copper is easily oxidized (Siow et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021;
Chen and Siow, 2021). Many authors assumed that sintered Ag
can be treated as a very good electrical and thermal conductor,
and the exact methods of measuring the thermal conductivity of
the joint itself (i.e. a synthesized layer and bothmetallizations) are
not widely presented. However, it would be interesting to find a
correlation between the mechanical and thermal parameters of
the joints and to evaluate the effect of the metallized layers on the
heat flow. The aim of work reported in this paper was to find
these relationships. The quality of thermal joints depends on the
materials used and technological parameters where, among a
number of factors (Felba, 2018), it seems that most important
ones are process temperature and time, the pressure assistance
and material composition. Such conclusions were also the result
of previous works (Stojek et al., 2017a, 2017b). The process used
for the research shown herein was done at temperatures below
300°C with pressure assistance at a level lower than 1MPa.
Compared to typical sintering, this process may be considered as
low temperature and low pressure.
The lowest possible thermal resistivity along with simultaneous

acceptable mechanical strength are the two main requirements
for thermal joints in electronic packaging. The materials and
technological parameters affect the quality of the sintered layer,
which directly corresponds to the mechanical and thermal
performance. Previous observations showed that it was important
to use a statistically representative population of samples.
Thermal and mechanical performance relies on layer quality;
therefore, after sample preparation, X-ray inspection (as a non-
destructive method) was performed and image acquisition was
used for further analysis. For thermal characterization, an
infrared camera was used. This allowed contactless, relatively low
cost, fast and repeatable measurements. Two types of thermal
characterizations were performed:
1 steady-state analysis, where samples were supplied with

electrical power and thermal measurements were
performed when temperature values became stable; and

2 dynamic analysis, where samples were stimulated with
variable signals and their response was measured.

Mechanical analysis included scanning electron microscopy
and optical microscopy of polished cross-sectional images, but
shear force measurements were performed in a typical tensile
machine. X-ray image analysis was done using the image
thresholdingmethod to evaluate real contact areas in context to
determine relative coverage.

Samples and sintering parameters

The analysed samples comprised a heat source, a heat receiver
and a silver layer between them. Both the heat source and the
heat receiver were self-manufactured bare-die silicon chips with

dimensions of 5 � 5mm and thickness of 3mm. The basis of
the sintered layer can be nanoparticles (Kähler et al., 2011; Guo
et al., 2015), microsized particles (Zheng et al., 2012;
Takemasa et al., 2016) or amixture of the two (Kuramoto et al.,
2010; Matkowski et al., 2015). After previous experiences, a
mixture was chosen. The silver paste composition for sintering
was 95Wt.% silver particles (60 to 40 nano- to micro-flake ratio)
and 5Wt.% epoxy resin. The average size of the silver
nanoparticles was 70nm and the micro-sized flakes averaged
15mm. It seems obvious that the use of epoxy resin interferes
with the standard sintering process, mainly by introducing
components that can adversely affect the structure of the joint,
resulting in a reduction in its mechanical strength. But the epoxy
resin’s role in the paste composition was to enable joint
manufacturing to different surfaces, even non-metallized. This
made it possible to compare the joint properties of different
surfaces. The paste was applied to the heat receiver by stencil
printing and then the heat receiver was placed on the heat source.
The same paste was used for all tests (with the same viscosity), so
the same amount of paste was dispensed, which should result in
the same thickness of the sintered layer of all samples.
Unfortunately, after the sintering process, the joined surfaces
were not evenly coveredwith the Ag layer (Figure 10), whichmay
have caused differences in heat transfer for samples made under
the same conditions. Therefore, statistical studies were necessary;
between 12 and 20 samples were processed for each sample type.
In such amanner, four types of structure weremanufactured:
1 non-metallized (silicon chip – sintered Ag – silicon chip);
2 silver-plated (silicon chip1 Ag metallization – sintered Ag

– silicon chip1 Ag metallization);
3 copper-plated (silicon chip 1 Cu metallization – sintered

Ag – silicon chip1Cumetallization); and
4 oxidized (silicon chip 1 SiO2 – sintered Ag – silicon

chip1 SiO2).

The sintering process was carried out at 230°C for 60min with
54min of heating at a 4°C/min rate in air. The process was
pressure assisted at 0.5MPa. Sintered samples were attached to
the printed circuit board (PCB) using electrically conductive
adhesive, and its role was to supply electrical power to the
samples. Figure 1 shows the structure of the samples.

Additional layermanufacturing and characterization

The purpose of the different layers on the silicon substrate
manufacturing was to affect heat transfer. In such multilayer
structures, each material had its own thermal resistance and
thermal contact resistance between two neighbouring layers
(Felba, 2011) additionally limited the heat flow. From a
theoretical point of view, the lower the number of material
layers, the lower the thermal resistance. The removal of
semiconductor metallization was also beneficial, because the

Figure 1 Sample structure – schematic view
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manufacturing of thermal joints would be cheaper (each process
generates cost). So, it was important to determine how
semiconductor metallization removal affects mechanical and
thermal performance. As previously mentioned, the typical
semiconductor surface metallization for silver sintering is a silver
layer. Sintering of the silver paste to the silver semiconductor
surface might create a strong bond because there is no coefficient
of thermal expansion impact to cause joint stress.
The aim was to investigate the impact of different

semiconductor surface materials on heat transfer through
thermal joints and should be the effect of material type, not its
thickness. As for silicon semiconductor chips, the easiest
modification was to oxidize the surface. The process was
carried out for 1 h in 1000°C. To determine the silicon dioxide
thickness, a focused ion beam (FIB) was used for material
removal and then scanning electron microscope measurements
were performed. In the case presented in Figure 2, the mean
thickness of the silicon dioxide was 2.07 mm.
The silver and copper layers were deposited by magnetron

sputtering. After the process, the layers were cured at 800°C to
perform metal diffusion to silicon. Such a standard procedure
aims to improve the mechanical strength and reduce the
electrical resistance between them. To perform thickness
measurements, polished cross-sections were made. Both the
sintered silver layer and also the metallization thickness
were measured. The mean thickness of the silver and copper
were 1.26 and 1.46 mm, respectively (Figure 3).

Thermal analysis

The supplied electrical power was converted to heat inside the
heat source. Heat was transferred to the heat receiver through
the sintered layer via conduction. Emitted infrared radiation
(IR) was used for thermal measurements of the source (TS) and

receiver (TR) surfaces using an infrared thermographic camera,
Flir A40m. Using an IR camera has a number of advantages;
measurements are contactless, so heat flow is not affected. The
method is also relatively fast and cheap. Source and receiver
temperatures were measured for given areas and their mean
values were taken into account for analysis.
As convection is strongly connected with gravity, sample

orientation affects thermal measurements. In Figure 1, the heat
source was placed at the bottom of the sample (in relation to the
heat receiver), and the heat lost in the heat source may increase
the temperature of the sample by convection. To remove heat
loss in the form of convection measurements, the procedure
may be performed in a vacuum chamber. However, performing
infrared measurements is difficult, because they require use of
an IR window, which is transparent to the radiation spectra,
and there are always losses of transmitted optical signal (Stojek
et al., 2020, 2019). In the presented research, the orientation of
the sample ensured minimal heat receiver heating via
convection and keeping the same distance between the camera
lens and both analysed surfaces, the camera was placed above
the sample (as shown in Figure 4). The infrared camera was
calibrated before measurements as factors like atmospheric
humidity and temperature, distance, reflected temperature and
the external optics could have an impact and may affect the IR
thermal analysis. The samples’ surfaces were covered with an
anti-glare layer with known emissivity (0.98).

Thermal steady-state analysis

The steady-state analysis method was performed when the
thermal parameters became stable and the temperature
changes of the source (TS) and receiver (TR) were not
significant. Temperature differences (DT) between source and
receiver were calculated. At the same time, the given power (P)

Figure 2 Silicon dioxide SEM images and measurements

Figure 3 Silver and copper metallization microscope measurements
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measurements were made in the form of current (I) and voltage
(U) measurements (Figure 4). The thermal response was a
result of thermodynamic processes that became stable in time,
which meant that current flow through the sample, voltage
and power were steady and temperatures on the source and
substrate were also steady. According to the thermal and
electrical information, it was possible to calculate the thermal
resistance using the following formula:

RTH ¼ DT
P

¼ TS � TR

U � I (1)

Voltage, current, source and substrate temperatures were
measured. Then the power and temperature differences were
calculated and finally, the thermal resistance was calculated
for each sample. Then, for each structure type (non-
metallized, silver-plated, copper-plated and oxidized), the
average thermal resistance was calculated, as well as
the standard deviation. Examples of mean thermal resistance
calculations for non-metallized structures are presented in
Table 1. Three other sets were calculated in the same
manner.

Thermal IR contactless analysis was performed with6 2°C
or6 2% accuracy (higher among both for given conditions).
The thermal sensitivity was 0.08°C at 30°C. In this case, values
were measured with a precision of 2%, but the lowest
distinguishable value was 0.1°C, which was satisfactory for the
comparative analysis in this work. The steady state was
determined if the source temperature reached approximately
100°C and was stable for at least 1min. The mean temperature
difference is presented in the Figure 5.
Statistical analysis demonstrated that the non-metallized

structures showed the lowest temperature difference
between source and receiver. The highest was reached for
copper-plated structures, even higher than for oxidized
structures, because silicon dioxide’s thermal conductivity is
approximately two orders lower than copper. However, in the
sample preparation procedure, it was mentioned that the
sintering process was performed in air and also copper was
heated to 800°C to diffuse it to the silicon surface, where, in
fact copper oxide probably appeared. Moreover, typical
copper oxide (CuO) has a thermal conductivity one
order of magnitude higher than silicon dioxide (SiO2), so this

Figure 4 Steady-state thermal analysis method scheme

Table 1 Example for non-metallized structure thermal resistance analysis – based on voltage, current source and receiver temperature measurements and
power, temperature difference calculations

Voltage Current Power Source temperature Receiver temperature Temperature difference Thermal resistance

U I P TS TR DT RTH
Sample no [V] [A] [W] [°C] [°C] [°C] or [K] [K/W]
1 1.21 1.42 1.72 99.7 98.9 0.8 0.46
2 1.26 1.64 2.07 99.8 99.1 0.7 0.34
3 1.22 1.34 1.63 100.2 99.3 0.9 0.55
4 1.52 0.64 0.98 99.6 98.4 1.2 1.23
5 2.96 0.36 1.08 100 98.2 1.8 1.67
6 7.31 0.16 1.15 100.1 99.4 0.7 0.61
7 4.41 0.18 0.78 99.2 98.1 1.1 1.41
8 1.52 4.12 6.24 100.3 99.1 1.2 0.19
9 1.48 2.28 3.37 100.5 98.5 2 0.59
10 1.64 2.91 4.76 100 98.8 1.2 0.25
11 1.35 1.82 2.46 100.1 98.7 1.4 0.57

mean RTH 0.72
std. dev. 0.47
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needs further research. Extending thermal measurements
with supplied power measurements, the thermal resistance
calculation was performed (according to formula 1) and
presented in Figure 6.
The lowest thermal resistance was obtained for silver-plated

samples and the highest for non-metallized structures. This may
indicate that, with respect to thermal requirements, it is worth
manufacturing silvermetallization on semiconductor substrates.

Thermal dynamic analysis

The higher thermal resistance difference was between non-
metallized and silver-plated structures (Figure 6). In such a
manner, these samples were analysed using a thermo dynamic
analysis method. In such a case, samples were stimulated with
different types of signals, e.g. sine, square and pulse. The
infrared camera detector operated at 50Hz maximal, so the
detected signals should not exceed 25Hz to avoid aliasing.
With such restrictions, measurements were performed in
quasilogarithmic scale frequencies: 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6;
0.7; 0.8; 0.9; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 15; 20 and 25Hz. As
mentioned before, three types of signals were used:
1 Sine – the stimulating signal was in fact half of a sine wave,

using diode for signal rectification. As a result, there was
stimulation in a given time and thermal response,

2 Square – a controlling MOSFET transistor supplied given
electrical power to the structures using a square wave
signal that had a 50% duty cycle. It was basically turning
the power supply on and off periodically,

3 Pulse – a controlling MOSFET transistor that supplied
given electrical power to the structures using a square
wave signal, but this time it had a 20% duty cycle, and
again, it was turning the power supply on and off
periodically.

The supplied periodic energy improved the system temperature
and after a given number of cycles the thermodynamic response
became steady, even with stimulating signal periodic operation.
So, the heating curves varied by particular cycle, but there was
no significant difference between next cycles and such a
moment was taken for the analysis. For a given cycle, there
were maximal temperatures on source and receiver, which were
taken for thermal resistance calculations. The supplied power
was measured using a Fluke 8846a digital multimeter, and the
thermal resistance was calculated according to the formula for
each frequency (Figure 7). Then the average thermal resistance
for each sample was calculated.
All dynamic results were compared with steady-state

analysis. The lowest thermal resistance was reached for the
square wave and the highest for sine wave stimulation. Square
wave stimulation thermal resistance results were lower, and
sine wave was higher than the steady-state thermal resistance.
Pulse stimulation was comparable to steady-state analysis. It is
clearly visible that using different methods may affect the
results of the thermal resistance calculations. However, from
these studies, it can be concluded that, generally, the thermal
resistance of metallized surfaces was lower than that of non-
metallized surfaces. Especially large differences occurred when
comparing pure silicon surfaces with those covered with silver
metallization. This means that the contact thermal resistance
between the Si surface and the sintered Ag layer played a
greater role than the sum of the thermal resistances Si - Ag
(contact between Si and metallization), Ag (metallization) and
Ag - Ag (between metallization and sintered layer). In the case
of non-metallized, Cu-plated and oxidized surfaces, the
differences in the thermal resistances of the joints were
insignificant, and it was difficult to conclude which type of
thermal resistance was dominant.

Mechanical analysis

In addition to thermal characterization, it is important to
determine how different structures affect the mechanical
parameters of joints and the standard shear test describes the

Figure 5 Steady-state analysis average temperature difference
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layer strength on shear stress. Therefore, shear force
measurements were performed in a typical tensometer, and the
results are presented in Figure 9.
In general, the mechanical strengths of the tested joints were

significantly lower than in the case of standard sintered
connections of metallized surfaces. This was probably due to
the presence of an epoxy resin. However, relative differences
could be observed; the highest mechanical strength was
obtained for silver-plated structures and a little lower for non-
metallized structures.
Taking into account both important parameters of

joints, i.e. thermal resistance and mechanical strength,
joints with Ag metallization were the best. However, in
cases where heat transfer may be slightly limited, non-
metallized joints can be applied. The advantage of these
joints is the limitation of technological steps
(metallization) and, therefore, lower cost. When the
chosen non-metallized, Cu-plated or oxidized joints
are considered, the first of the mentioned joints seems to
have many more advantages.

Quality of sintered Ag layer

Ideally, the sintered Ag layer should be homogeneous, of a
constant thickness and completely cover both surfaces to be
joined. Unfortunately, in practice, the layer after the thermal
process was heterogeneous and contained many voids. It was
the result of the processes that took place during sintering,
where the Ag paste was trapped between the surfaces to be
joined, in particular the evaporation of volatile components of
the paste and the change in volume (Xiao, 2013). Therefore, it
is extremely important to know the structure of sintered layers
and their differences, when joining different types of surfaces.
In the case of large differences, the previous considerations
regarding the influence of thermal resistances (contact and
individual layers) may be wrong. Simply, defects and
imperfections of the layer can be of dominant importance in
heat transfer.
For a quantitative sintered layer quality approach, X-ray

image thresholding software was used. As a non-destructive
method, X-ray images were obtained after sample preparation.
At first, the software had an option to calibrate the sample

Figure 7 Thermal dynamic analysis method scheme
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dimensions and to allow one to determine the real sizes of
defects. Each X-ray image in grey scale was thresholded with a
given, well-known area, where it was certain that there was
silver; areas near sample edges were omitted. The darker areas
in Figure 10 are silver, and brighter areas are the lack of silver,
mostly epoxy resin or void spaces. The software had two
options for representation of thresholded images: contour
mode – basic mode, where the software marked areas detected
as silver by using contour colour change (figure middle) and
colour swap mode, where the software changed the colour of all
pixels classified as silver (figure right). The threshold values

were selected and used according to the measurements made
by the user in the software and their selectionwas arbitrary.
Thanks to dimension calibration and silver detection via

image thresholding, it was possible to determine the silver
area’s relationship to the whole contact area and as a result, the
percent of coverage by silver, i.e. relative coverage. Analysis was
performed for all samples, where the mean value and standard
deviation were calculated. The results are shown in Figure 11.
Relative coverage exceeded 50% for all types of structures. It

was a surprising result showing that only half of the joint
surfaces were real joints (there is thus a challenge to improve

Figure 8 Dynamic analysis thermal resistance
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this result). Nevertheless, more positively, the relative coverage
differed by less than 10%, for all tested surfaces. This meant
that the previous considerations on the influence of individual
thermal resistances were not burdened with an error resulting
from the quality of the sintered layer.
An additional conclusion from the research is the difficulty in

assessing the impact of the thickness of the synthesized layer on
the quality of the joints. Typically, thickness is measured
optically on polished cross-sections when the cut line is
random. It can be seen from Figure 10 that the cut line can pass
through either the Ag layer or through an empty space. In such
manner, the sintered layer thickness was measured, and the
results showed significant differences in the assessment of the
thickness of the layers: 25 mm for non-metallized surfaces,
69 mm (silver-plated), 42 mm (copper-plated) and 21 mm
(oxidized).

Conclusions

The aim of this work was to perform thermal and mechanical
characterization of silver-based sintered thermal joints. Two
silicon structures were joined, but the direct-joint surfaces were
different. Four types of samples were manufactured: non-
metallized surfaces (pure silicon chips), silver-plated surfaces,
copper-plated surfaces and silicon oxidized surfaces. The
silicon chips were joined using a paste that had 95Wt.% of
silver particles in (60 to 40 nano- to micro-flakes ratio) and
5Wt.% epoxy resin. The size of the silver nanoparticles
averaged 70nm and the micro sized flakes averaged 15 mm.
The sintering process was carried out at 230°C for 60min with
54min of heating at a rate of 4°C/min. The process was
pressure assisted at 0.5MPa.
The tested chips served as heat sources and heat receivers.

Emitted infrared radiation was used for thermal measurements
of source and receiver surfaces using infrared thermographic
camera. According to achieved thermal and electrical (heat
source power) information, it was possible to calculate the
global thermal resistance of the joints. Theoretically, such
thermal resistance is the sum of the metallic layer resistances
and the contact resistances. The aim of the research was to
assess whether fewer layers of materials contributed to lower
thermal resistance. Additionally, the shear forces of the joints
weremeasured in a typical tensile machine.
It was found that the thermal resistance of the metallized

surfaces was lower than that of the non-metallized surfaces.
Especially large differences occurred when comparing pure Si

surfaces with those covered with Ag metallization. This meant
that the contact thermal resistance between the Si surface and
the sintered Ag layer played a greater role than the sum of the
thermal resistances of Si - Ag (contact between Si and
metallization), Ag (metallization) and Ag - Ag (between
metallization and sintered layer). In the case of non-metallized,
Cu-plated and oxidized surfaces, the differences in the thermal
resistance of the joints were insignificant, and it was difficult to
conclude which type of thermal resistance was dominant.
Taking into account both important parameters of the joints,
thermal resistance and mechanical strength, joints with Ag
metallization were the best. However, in cases where heat
transfer may be slightly limited, non-metallized joints can be
applied. The advantage of these joints is the limited number of
technological steps (metallization) and therefore, lower cost.
When the chosen non-metallized, Cu-plated or oxidized joints
were chosen, the first of the mentioned joints seemed to have
manymore advantages.
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